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MODELING AND EXPERIMENTAL STUDYOF SHORT PERIOD CHANGES IN GALACTICCOSMIC RAYS INTENSITY�M.V. AlaniaInstitute of Mathematis and Physis, University of Podlasie3 Maja 54, 08-110 Siedle, PolandandInstitute of Geophysis, Georgian Aademy of Sienes, Tbilisi, GeorgiaA. Barzak and A. Wawrzy«zakInstitute of Computer Siene, University of PodlasieSienkiewiza 51, 08-110 Siedle, Poland(Reeived Marh 11, 2003)We study short period hanges in galati osmi rays (GCR) intensityand analyze features of its sporadi and reurrent dereases (Forbush ef-fets). We show that the energy spetrum of Forbush e�et is suitable forinvestigating the struture of irregularities of the interplanetary magneti�eld, resulting from shok waves and magneti louds in the interplanetaryspae. This study is based on experimental data from neutron monitorsand on theoretial modeling of GCR transport.PACS numbers: 96.40.�z 1. IntrodutionA fast derease in GCR intensity during a period of one to two daysand then its gradual reovery in 4�6 days is alled the Forbush e�et [1℄.This e�et is generally related to the shok waves and magneti louds in theinterplanetary spae formed after the outstanding �ares on the Sun [2℄. Phe-nomena of this kind appear by hane, sporadially, without any regularities.At the same time there exist the reurrent Forbush e�ets assoiated withthe disturbanes repeating with the period of the rotation of the Sun. Thereurrent Forbush e�ets have approximately symmetri time-pro�le with� Presented at the XV Marian Smoluhowski Symposium on Statistial Physis,Zakopane, Poland, September 7�12, 2002.(3813)



3814 M.V. Alania, A. Barzak, A. Wawrzy«zakrespet to the minimum intensity of GCR. Usually, an intensity of GCRdereases for the period of 5�7 days and reovers approximately during thesame time period. The Forbush e�ets are related to the ative regions onthe Sun living for a few solar rotations. The problem of resolving of thereurrent Forbush e�ets and the 27-day variation of the GCR intensity hasnot been solved [3℄.Fig. 1 shows hanges in the GCR intensity during the sporadi Forbushe�et of Marh 9�23, 1989. Fig. 2 shows the reurrent Forbush e�et ofSeptember 1�16, 1996. It an be seen that the amplitude of the sporadiForbush e�et is muh larger than that of the reurrent one. However, this

Fig. 1. Forbush e�et of the GCR intensity by Kiel (1) and Tokyo (2) super monitordata for the period of Marh 9�23, 1989.

Fig. 2. Forbush e�et of the GCR intensity by Goose Bay (1) and Roma (2) supermonitor data for the period of September 1�16, 1996.



Modeling and Experimental Study of : : : 3815is not always the ase. In general, the average amplitudes of the reurrentForbush e�et are less than that of the sporadi one. The sporadi Forbushe�ets are produed by powerful and dynamially developing disturbanes inthe interplanetary spae, while the reurrent Forbush e�ets are onnetedwith relatively weak and well established o-rotating disturbanes.2. Energy spetrum of the Forbush e�etOne of the most important parameters haraterizing the Forbush e�etis the rigidity spetrum of the GCR intensity variations, ÆD(R)=D(R) =AR� , where R is the rigidity of GCR partiles and A is the power of therigidity spetrum of Forbush e�et. The rigidity spetrum shows a depen-dene of the amplitude of the GCR intensity derease on the rigidity of thepartiles. So, the power A is equal to the amplitude of Forbush e�et for theGCR partiles of 1 GV rigidity. The energy spetra of the Forbush e�etspresented on �gures 1, 2 have been alulated using the data from neutronsuper monitors. Aording to [4, 5℄, we have assumed thatÆD(R)D(R) = AR� for R 6 Rmax ;ÆD(R)D(R) = 0 for R > Rmax ; (1)where Rmax is the upper limiting rigidity beyond whih the Forbush e�etvanishes. The amplitude of the relative hanges of the GCR isotropi in-tensity variation ÆJi=Ji (seondary neutron omponent intensity variationof GCR) at any point of observation with the geomagneti ut o� rigidityRi and the average atmospheri depth hi is de�ned asÆJiJi = RmaxZRi ÆD(R)D(R) Wi(R; hi) dR ; (2)where the weight funtion Wi(R; hi) is the oupling oe�ient of GCR [4℄.Coupling oe�ients for eah of the neutron monitors in forms suitable foralulating the energy spetrum of GCR variations have been presented bya Japanese group [5℄. For the power energy spetrum of the type (1), Eq. (2)an be written as ÆJiJi = Ai RmaxZRi R�Wi(R; hi) dR ; (3)



3816 M.V. Alania, A. Barzak, A. Wawrzy«zakfrom whih we getAi = ÆJiJi 24 RmaxZRi R�Wi(R; hi) dR35�1 : (4)Ai is the variation of the primary GCR intensity in the interplanetaryspae and theoretially should be the same for all neutron monitors. Inpratie, for various reasons (e.g. di�erent statistis of the experimental data,some unertainties in the orretion of the barometri e�ets and so on), Aislightly di�er from eah other. As data for a number of neutron monitorsare available, we have minimized Pi (Ai�A)2 (where A is the average of Ai)with respet to  and Rmax. The auray of the alulated value of  is notbetter than 5�10% in spite of the high auray of (>0.05%) daily averagedneutron monitors data used. This results from a limited auray of ouplingoe�ients for di�erent neutron super monitors in various epohs of solarativity. Admitting hanges in Rmax has little e�et; an aeptable valueof Rmax is about (150�200) GV. This stems from the fat that the ouplingoe�ients for neutron monitors Wi(R; hi) rapidly tend to zero for rigiditieslarger than that.3. Experimental results and their interpretationThe 14 neutron monitors with di�erent ut o� geomagneti rigiditiesused for alulating the energy spetrum of the Forbush e�ets of Marh9�23, 1989 and September 1�16, 1996 are identi�ed in Table I. Results ofthese alulations are presented in �gures 3 and 4.It an be seen from �gure 3 that the energy spetrum of the Forbushe�et is soft at the periods of dereasing of GCR intensity and hard whenthe GCR intensity reovers. This kind of variations is onneted to thespei� hanges of the struture of the nearby interplanetary spae whereForbush e�et of GCR of Marh 9�23, 1989 has ourred.Spei�ally, at the beginning of the GCR intensity derease the distur-banes in the interplanetary spae develop and undergo a spatial extension.The veloity of disturbanes (shok waves or magneti louds) is large andan intensive onvetion of GCR takes plae. Due to both of these reasons,low energy partiles of GCR are preferentially modulated and  is large( = 1:3�1:5) and the energy spetrum of the Forbush e�et is soft. Thenthe size of the disturbanes inreases (the viinity of the shok waves andmagneti louds is extended) and due to the interation of these relativelyhigh veloity disturbanes with the bakground solar wind, new irregular-ities with larger sizes are reated [6℄. Due to these reasons, higher energy



Modeling and Experimental Study of : : : 3817TABLE INeutron monitors used for alulating the energy spetrum of the Marh 9�23,1989 event. Stations marked by an asterisk � are used also for the alulating theenergy spetrum of the September 1�16, 1996 event.Station Cut o� rigidity Station Cut o� rigidity[GV℄ [GV℄Apatity 0:68 Kiev 3:62Beijing 9:56 Lomniki Stit 4:00Calgary� 1:09 Mosow� 2:46Goose Bay� 0:52 Oulu� 0:81Hyanayo 13:45 Pothefs 7:30Irkutsk 3:66 Rome� 6:32Kiel� 2:29 Tokyo 11:61

Fig. 3. Temporal hanges of the energy spetrum exponent  of the sporadi For-bush e�et of Marh 9�23, 1989.partiles are preferentially modulated and result in the hard energy spe-trum of the Forbush e�ets that is, in fat, observed ( = 0:5�0:6) in theexperimental data from neutron monitors (Fig. 3).This explanation applies to these GCR modulations in whih the diffu-sion-onvetion approximation is valid. This senario takes plae for manyases of the sporadi Forbush e�ets when the disturbanes oupy a largesize of the inner heliosphere and a geometrial fator of these disturbanesdoes not play any important role. However, that is not always so. Sporadi
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Fig. 4. Temporal hanges of the energy spetrum exponent  of the reurrentForbush e�et of September 1�16, 1996.Forbush e�ets with peuliar properties related diretly to the geometri-al fator and spei� struture of the shok waves, magneti louds andintensity of the oronal mass ejeta, have been observed [2, 7, 8℄.Temporal hanges of the rigidity exponent of the reurrent Forbush e�etof September 1�16, 1996 are presented in �gure 4. It should be stressed thatwhen the amplitudes of the Forbush e�ets are small (6 2%), the aurayof the alulated  smaller than when the amplitudes of Forbush e�et arelarge. Unfortunately, for the reurrent Forbush e�et this problem is fre-quently present. It an be seen in �gure 4 that at the beginning of the grad-ual derease of the GCR intensity, the energy spetrum is soft ( = 1:4�1:5),near the minimum intensity of GCR the energy spetrum beomes relativelyhard ( = 0:9�1:0), and during the gradual reovery the energy spetrumbeomes soft again ( = 1:4�1:5). During the reurrent Forbush e�et dy-namial proesses in the interplanetary spae and the temporal hanges ofthe rigidity spetrum exponent  of GCR intensity variations have featuresthat are rather di�erent than those presented in the �gure 3 for the sporadiForbush e�et. In partiular, the Earth slowly enters the Co-rotating regionof the disturbanes and low energy partiles of GCR are strongly modulated.This leads to the soft energy spetrum of GCR. Then the Earth ontinuesits voyage to the depths of the extended disturbanes where GCR partileswith higher energies are modulated and the energy spetrum of Forbush ef-fet hardens. Later the Earth slowly leaves this region and the ontributionfrom the high energy partiles of GCR gradually diminishes, leading to thesoft energy spetrum. This kind of hanges of the energy spetrum of thereurrent Forbush e�et of GCR is the standard one related to the geomet-rial size of the disturbanes in the interplanetary spae. Changes of GCRintensity for the period of September 1�16, 1996 orrespond to the this typeof the Forbush e�et.



Modeling and Experimental Study of : : : 38194. DisussionAs it was shown by Alania and Iskra [7℄, the di�usion�onvetion ap-proximation of the isotropi intensity variations of GCR (11 years varia-tions) leads to the rigidity exponent  related to a parameter � onnetingthe di�usion oe�ient K and the rigidity R of GCR (K / R�) and thusan be used to analyze the struture of IMF's irregularities. The same anpredited when the di�usion�onvetion approximation is applied to theForbush e�et. If it is the ase, the temporal (daily) hanges of the en-ergy spetrum exponent provide the means for making statements aboutthe eletromagneti properties, and the strutural evolution of the IMF'sirregularities of that part of the interplanetary spae that is oupied bythe disturbanes (viinity of the extended shok waves, magneti louds andet.), in partiular. This is an inverse problem of the GCR modulation.For the di�usion�onvetion senario, the rigidity spetrum of the Forbushe�et an be used as a soure of information on the disturbed interplane-tary medium. Bearing in mind that there is not enough experimental dataon the IMF's irregularities for any reliable spetral analysis (due to shorttimes of the disturbanes in the interplanetary spae), data on GCR inten-sity beome very even more valuable. Indeed, the parameter � showing thedependene of the di�usion oe�ient K on the rigidity R of GCR partilesdepends on the IMF's struture [9℄ and varies between zero and two. Theminimum value of � = 0 an be assoiated with the type of sattering thatours when the Larmor radius � of GCR partiles is slightly less or om-parable to the e�etive size L of the IMF's irregularities (� 6 L) and thesattering angle ' is large. This is the ase when a sattering free path �and, orrespondingly, the di�usion oe�ient K of osmi ray partiles donot depend on the partile's rigidity R. On the other hand, the maximumvalue of � = 2 an be assoiated with sattering of osmi ray partiles onthe IMF's irregularities when the Larmor radius � of the GCR partiles ofthe given energy is larger than that the e�etive size L of the magneti ir-regularities of the IMF (L < �). In this ase the sattering angle ' of GCRpartiles on the individual irregularities is small, i.e. ' 6 5Æ�10Æ, and thesattering free path � and the di�usion oe�ient K strongly depend on thepartile's rigidity R, K / � / R2. It has been found that the energy spe-trum exponent  of the GCR isotropi intensity variations depends on theparameter �, ( / �) [7℄. The parameter � haraterizes the struture ofthe IMF's irregularities (turbulene) being responsible for the GCR partile'ssattering [9, 10℄. As the energy spetrum exponent  of the GCR isotropiintensity variations depends on �, there must be an expliit relationship be-tween  and the parameters haraterizing the struture of the irregularitiesof the IMF. In the minimum level of intensity, when the energy spetrum of



3820 M.V. Alania, A. Barzak, A. Wawrzy«zakthe Forbush e�et is hard, the irregularities of the IMF responsible for thesattering of the GCR partiles must display greater average e�etive sizesthan at the beginning of the Forbush e�et. The additional larger irregu-larities of the IMF an be reated as a result of interations between therelatively high veloity disturbanes and the bakground solar wind. It hasbeen shown [9, 10℄ that � = 2 � �, where � is the exponent of the powerspetrum density (PSD) of the IMF's irregularities (PSD/ f��, where f isthe frequeny). Therefore, in ase of a diret relationship between  and �,one an write  / 2� �. Aording to the experimental results presented in�gures 3 and 4, it an be onluded that the parameter �, the exponent ofthe power spetrum density (PSD) of the IMF's irregularities, varies in theranges 0:6 < � < 1:5 for the sporadi Forbush e�et and 0:5 < � < 1:1 forthe reurrent Forbush e�et. Thus, analysis of the temporal hanges in theenergy spetrum exponent, , provides prospetive means of studying thestruture of IMF irregularities during the Forbush e�ets.5. Modeling the reurrent Forbush e�etWe have used Parker transport equation [11℄ to model the Forbush e�et:�N�t = ri (KijrjN)�ri (UiN) + 13R2 � �R3N��R (riUi) ; (5)where N and R are, respetively, the density (in the interplanetary spae)and the rigidity of GCR partiles. The �rst term on the right hand side ofEq. (5) desribes di�usion due to the symmetri part and drift due to theantisymmetri part of the anisotropi di�usion tensor Kij . The seond termdesribes onvetion and the third term the hange of the energy (aelera-tion/ooling) of GCR partiles due to the interations with solar wind. Uiis the solar wind veloity and t is the time. Due to small hanges in theGCR intensity during the reurrent Forbush e�et (the intensity hanges by2�3% in the period of 5�7 days), the �N=�t term an be negleted. At thesame time, the assumed hanges of the solar wind veloity and the di�usionoe�ient, together with the limited range of the heliolongitudes lead to aderease in the GCR intensity similar to the reurrent type of the Forbush ef-fet. Indeed, moving in the azimuthal diretion and rossing the Co-rotatingdisturbanes, one an observed the Forbush e�et. Eq. (5) in the spherialoordinates readsA1�2n�r2 +A2 �2n��2 +A3 �2n�'2 +A4 �2n�r�� +A5 �2n�r�' +A6 �2n���'+A7 �n�r +A8�n�� +A9 �n�' +A10 �n�R +A11n = 0 : (6)



Modeling and Experimental Study of : : : 3821In this equation, n is the relative density, n = N=N0, where N0 is density ofGCR in the interstellar medium with N0 / R�4:5 for this range of rigiditiesto whih neutron monitors are sensitive. The dimensionless distane r =�=r0, where r0 is the size of the modulation region and � is the distanefrom the Sun. A1, A2, . . . , A11 are funtions of r; �; ' and R. Eq. (6)has been solved for two ases: Æ = 0Æ and Æ = 20Æ, viz. for the two- andthree-dimensional IMF.The anisotropi di�usion tensor is an important parameter for the modu-lation of GCR. Due to the fat that the struture of the IMF is obsure, thistensor has many unertainties. In the spherial oordinates B(Br; B�; B')this tensor reads [12, 13℄K11 = Kk �os2 Æ os2  + � �os2 Æ sin2  + sin2 Æ�� ; (7a)K12 = Kk �sin Æ os Æ os2  (1� �)� �1 sin � ; (7b)K13 = Kk [sin os Æ os (� � 1)� �1 sin Æ os ℄ ; (7)K21 = Kk �sin Æ os Æ os2  (1� �) + �1 sin � ; (7d)K22 = Kk �sin2 Æ os2  + � �sin2 Æ sin2  + os2 Æ�� ; (7e)K23 = Kk [sin Æ sin os (� � 1) + �1 os Æ os ℄ ; (7f)K31 = Kk [os Æ sin os (� � 1) + �1 sin Æ os ℄ ; (7g)K32 = Kk [sin Æ sin os (� � 1)� �1 os Æ os ℄ ; (7h)K33 = Kk �sin2  + � os2  � ; (7i)where Æ is the angle between the lines of the IMF and the radial diretion inthe meridian plane (Æ = artan(B�=Br).  is the angle between the lines ofthe IMF and radial diretion from the Sun ( = artan(�B'=Br)). � and�1 are the ratios of the perpendiular K? and drift Kd di�usion oe�ientsto parallel Kk di�usion oe�ient with respet to the regular IMF lines(� = K?=Kk and �1 = Kd=Kk), respetively.The existene of three-dimensional IMF's has been proposed in Refs. [14�16℄. In order to ompare the roles of eah omponent of the tensor for a threedimensional IMF, all omponents of this tensor for di�erent values of Æ havebeen alulated. Results of alulations for Æ = 0Æ and Æ = 20Æ are presentedin �gure 5. The ordinate axes of the all panels show normalized magnitudesof K11, K12, . . . , K33. One an see that there are signi�ant di�erenesfor some omponents of the tensor between the two- and three-dimensionalases.Parameters inluded in Eq. (5) and determined during the ourse of thereurrent Forbush e�et have the following expressions: The parallel di�u-sion oe�ient, Kk, is represented as Kk = K0K(r)K(�; ')K(R), whereK(�; ') = 1 � 0:5 sin(3(' � 75Æ)) sin6(�), K(R) = (R=1GV)�, K(r) =
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Fig. 5. Changes in the anisotropi di�usion tensor for two- (solid line) and three-(dashed line) dimensional IMF versus heliolatitudes.1:+0:5(r=1AU). Here r is the dimensionless distane from the Sun in the as-tronomial units (AU) and R is the rigidity in GV. The produt K0K(R) isequal to 2�1022 m2s�1 at the rigidity of R = 10GV for � = 1 and remainsonstant for an arbitrary � in the range 0 < � < 1:2. The solar wind velo-ity is U = U0(1 + 0:5 sin(3(' � 75Æ)) sin6(�)). � = 0:1 at the Earth's orbitfor the rigidity R = 10GV of GCR partiles and then it hanges versus thespatial oordinates aording to the Parker's spiral magneti �eld. The sizeof the modulation region is equal to 100AU and the bakground solar windveloity U0 = 400 km/s. The disturbanes ausing the Forbush e�et areon�ned within �30Æ of the heliolatitudes with respet to the helioequator(60Æ 6 � 6 120Æ) and within 75 6 ' 6 135Æ of the heliolongitudes. To avoidthe intersetions of the IMF's lines due to the hanges in the solar windveloity, the disturbanes are on�ned in the radial diretion up to 7�8AU.Eq. (6) has been solved numerially using the �nite di�erene method. Thisequation does not ontain time but is of the paraboli type with respet tothe rigidity R of GCR partiles. Therefore, Eq. (6) is similar to the heatonduting equation and has a form of an ordinary Cauhy problem for thepartial di�erential equation. The following initial and boundary onditionshave been used:�n�r ����r=0 = 0 ; njr=1 = 1 ; nj�=0 = nj�=180Æ ; njR=150GV = 1 ;nj'=0 = nj'=360Æ : (8)
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Fig. 6. The reurrent Forbush e�et at the energy of 10GV for the two- (solid line)and three- (dashed line) dimensional IMF versus heliolongitudes.The solutions of Eq. (6) are presented in �gure 6. Solid urve orrespondsto the Æ = 0Æ (two dimensional IMF) and dashed urve to the Æ = 20Æ (threedimensional IMF) ases, respetively. It an be seen from this �gure thatthe simulated Forbush e�et orresponds to the reurrent Forbush e�etobserved experimentally (�gure 2). In both these ases symmetri gradualdereases and reoveries of the intensity of GCR lasting for similar periodsof time (� 7 days) are observed. The amplitude of the expeted Forbushe�et is greater for the two dimensional than that for the three dimensionalIMF. This e�et must be related to the derease in the di�usion oe�ientsfor the two dimensional IMF.6. Conlusions1. Temporal hanges of the energy spetrum exponent  of the sporadiand reurrent Forbush e�ets of GCR re�et hanges in the large sale stru-ture of the IMF's irregularities in this part of the interplanetary spae whereshok waves, magneti louds and other types of turbulenes dominate inthe ourse of Forbush e�ets.2. Temporal hanges of  orresponding to the sporadi and the reur-rent Forbush e�ets di�er: In powerful sporadi Forbush e�ets signi�anthardening of the energy spetrum during the dereasing phase of the GCRintensity are observed. The hard spetrum remains almost onstant or soft-ens only slightly during the reovery phase of GCR intensity. These hangesof the energy spetrum are related to additional, large-size irregularities ofIMF reated as a result of interations between high veloity partiles andthe bakground solar wind. In the reurrent Forbush e�ets the spatial stru-ture of irregularities of the IMF is stationary and the deisive role belongsto the geometrial fator: to the sizes of the disturbanes. When the Earth
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